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The plausibility effect: Lexical priming
or sentential processing?
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Five experiments are reported that investigated whether the plausibility effect is caused by
lexical priming resulting from the higher proportion of related words in plausible than in im
plausible sentences. In Experiment 1, a plausibility effect was demonstrated that was entirely
attributable to the way in which lexical items were combined rather than to the properties of
individual lexical items. In Experiment 2, the content words from the sentences used in Experi
ment 1 were shown to produce a similar reaction-time difference in a task in which syntactic
processing was disrupted, supporting a lexical priming explanation of the plausibility effect.
However, Experiments 3 and 4 demonstrated that, in another task less prone to task-specificstrate
gies but sensitive to plausibility, the disruption of syntactic processing eliminated the effect. In
Experiment 5, it was shown that when lexical priming was eliminated, a plausibility effect still
occurred. Thus, two separate lines of evidence suggested that the plausibility effect cannot be
fully explained in terms of lexical priming.

There has long been debate in the psycholinguisticliter

ature about the extent to which there is free flow of in

formation within the language processor. There are many

interactive models of language comprehension (e.g. ,

McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Marslen-Wilson &

Tyler, 1980; Morton, 1969) that propose unrestricted in

formation flow within the language system and between

the language system and other cognitive domains. Such

models assume that contextual information of any sort can

be used to facilitate any stage of the comprehension

process.
In contrast, modular theories of language comprehen

sion (e.g., Cairns & Kamerman, 1980; Forster, 1979)

propose that the language processor is composed of
separate subsystems for dealing with different types of
information. These subsystems are functionally autono

mous, or modular, in that they receive input only from

the subsystem immediately below them in the chain of

processing, and their output is unaffected by the process

ing of other subsystems or by information from other cog

nitive domains. Thus, modular models restrict informa

tion flow to "bottom-up" processing, whereas interactive

systems allow "top-down" information flow as well.

Fodor (1983) also proposed a modular theory of lan

guage processing, but whereas Forster (1979) and Cairns

and Kamerman (1980) concentrated on modular sub

systems within the language processor, Fodor dealt with

the modularity of the language processor itself-that is,
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its autonomy as a processing unit from other cognitive

processing. Fodor suggested that this modularity is a

characteristic that is shared by the language processor and

the perceptual systems and that this is a necessary result

of their shared role of "represent[ing] the world [so] as

to make it accessible to thought" (p. 40). Because of this

shared role, he described them together under the term

input system.

Fodor (1983) suggested that input systems need to be

modular because speed is important in producing repre

sentations of the world. He argued that if input systems

were not modular, but had access to all the information

in memory, then processing would be slowed down not

only by the time involved in memory search in accessing
all relevant information, but also by decisionmaking about
the relevance of each piece of information in memory to

the current identification. This necessity for speed is justi
fied for the perceptual systems in terms of allowing fast

responses to stimuli in the environment, which is partic

ularly critical if the stimulus is dangerous. This argument

clearly extends to language processing because verbal

warnings about dangerous stimuli also require quick ac

tion. Thus, Fodor (1983) argued that, for both percep

tion and language, speed of producing a representation

is more important than considering all available informa

tion to produce the most accurate response. This speed

is made possible by modularity, but at the price of intel

ligence of response.
Fodor (1983) cited an example of such fast but unintel

ligent processing from studies of the effects of sentence

context on word recognition. Several researchers have

demonstrated that the presence of an appropriate sentence

context can facilitate response latencies in a lexical deci
sion task (e.g., Schuberth & Eimas, 1977; West &

Stanovich, 1978), which has been argued to be evidence
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for top-down processing that is not consistent with the

modularity hypothesis (e.g., West & Stanovich, 1978).

However, Swinney (1979) demonstrated that such facili

tation can occur, not only from a sentence context as a

whole, but also from the meaning of a homographic prime

that is inappropriate in the sentence context in which it

occurs. What this clearly illustrated is that the priming

process involved in this experiment was not an intelligent

use of the sentence context to facilitate lexical access, as

was originally suggested, but was in fact a highly unin

telligent process involving associations between lexical

items, which is perfectly consistent with the modularity

hypothesis.

Swinney did obtain selective priming by the contextu

ally appropriate sense in this task but only with a delay

between prime and target (Onifer & Swinney, 1981; Swin

ney, 1979). This suggests that sentence context does not

influence lexical access directly but is used to select be

tween alternative senses at a later stage of processing.

However, G1ucksberg,Kruez, and Rho (1986) challenged

Swinney's evidence. Using a variation of Swinney's tech

nique involving nonword interference rather than prim

ing, they produced evidence of selective priming by a sen

tence context even with no delay between target and

prime. They suggested, therefore, that Swinney's results

were merely an artifact of the backward-priming paradigm
used. However, on inspection of their experimental items,

it is apparent that their sentence contexts nearly always

contained individual lexical items that were closely related

to the misspelled target word (e.g., door and keay, hot

and coule). This raises the possibility that their effect was

simply due to intralexical priming rather than top-down

sentence priming. Thus, this result does not provide a

challenge to Swinney's suggestion of an unintelligent as

sociative priming process that is consistent with the

modularity hypothesis.

Fodor (1983) suggested that such priming effects reflect

a network of associative connections between items in the

lexicon, mirroring what is known about connectedness in

the world, and that this may exist specifically to mimic

the effects that an intelligent prediction based on sentence

context might produce, but without entailing the process

ing cost associated with a genuine prediction of this type.

That is, the language processor gains some of the advan

tages of intelligence cheaply by building knowledge of

the world into the structure of the input system, yet re

taining the advantages of modularity.

Semantic Priming: Lexical or Conceptual?

Recent evidence suggests that such an association

process may also be the source of the lexical priming ef

fect. Lexical priming, or semantic priming as it is some

times called, refers to the well-documented finding that

a target word such as doctor is more quickly responded

to in a lexical decision task or naming task when it is

presented after a semantically related prime word such

as nurse than an unrelated word such as butter (e.g.,
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Becker & Killion, 1977; Fischler, 1977; Meyer &

Schvaneveldt, 1971; Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy,

1975; Neely, 1976, 1977). It is widely accepted that such

priming effects can be divided into two separate types:

effects on lexical access, and strategic effects on decision

processes that occur after lexical access is complete. In

addition, although the lexical decision task is particularly

prone to such conscious strategy effects, use of the nam

ing task appears to be a good way to isolate preaccess

effects (e.g., Balota & Lorch, 1986; Fischler & Bloom,

1980;Fo~ter, 1981; Koriat, 1981; Lupker, 1984; Seiden

berg, Waters, Sanders, & Langer, 1984; Stanovich &

West, 1983b; Tanenhaus & Lucas, 1987).

Lupker (1984) recently reported that this semantic prim

ing effect appears to be restricted to highly associated

words (e.g., bread and butter) in the naming task, with

little effect of semantic relatedness alone, although seman

tic relatedness (i.e., a sharing of semantic features as in

pelican and sparrow) does produce priming in the lexical

decision task (Fischler, 1977; Lupker, 1984). In light of

the finding, mentioned above, that the naming task is a

better indicator of effects on lexical access, Lupker's

research appears to provide evidence that the only type

of semantic priming to affect lexical access is that pro

duced by words that are highly associated. This confirms

the view put forward by Fodor (1983) that semantic prim

ing is due to intralexical associative links that result from

the common co-occurrence of words in the world.

Recent evidence reported by Seidenberg (1984) and

Tanenhaus and Lucas (1987), however, suggests that there

is an effect of pure semantic relatedness in the naming

task. Tanenhaus and Lucas considered this as evidence

against the idea of purely intralexical priming, such as

Fodor (1983) proposed, since they assumed it reflects the

involvement of the conceptual system. This assumption

does not seem adequately justified. Although the priming

of unassociated but semantically related words is clearly

not the result of associations reflecting knowledge about

connectedness in the world of the sort Fodor proposed,

there is no evidence to suggest that there are not also lex

ical connections between semantically related words that

could account for priming based on pure semantic related

ness without involving conceptual mediation.

In fact, Meyer and Schvaneve1dt's (1971) original in
terpretation of the semantic priming effect, in terms of

Collins and Loftus's (1975) semantic network/spreading

activation model, could be interpreted in this way. In this

model, each lexical entry, consisting of the name of a con

cept, is linked to a corresponding node representing that

concept in a semantic network. These concept nodes have

further links connecting them to nodes representing prop

erties of that concept, and through these to other concepts

with semantically related properties. According to this

model, when a lexical entry is accessed, activation spreads
out along the links of the network, raising the activation

levels of neighboring nodes. Thus, priming by semanti

cally related words is explained by this model in terms
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of spreading activation through the semantic network,

which exists to represent meaning relationships, and thus

provides close links between semantically related words.

Lupker (1984) suggested this to be a different type of

explanation from Fodor's (1983) intralexical associative

network since it involves "higher level cognitive structures

like those representing meaning relationships" (p. 710).

This conclusion is reasonable if it is assumed that activa

tion of the semantic network does involve higher level

cognitive structures, as would be the case if the semantic

network were part of a general conceptual level used for

general cognitive processing. This was true in Collins and

Loftus's (1975) original formulation, but is not necessar

ily so. A viable alternative view is that the semantic net

work is a way of representing word meaning and that this

is a purely linguistic property. This seems reasonable

given that word meaning would appear to be an essential

component of any linguistic representation of verbal

material and so should be incorporated within the language

processor in some way. If this alternative view were ac

cepted, then the semantic network could be validly con

sidered part of the lexical level and therefore part of the

language processor. This would then make priming via

the semantic network a variation of the operation of in

tralexical association of the type that Fodor proposed.

Tanenhaus and Lucas (1987) shared Lupker's (1984)

assumption that the fmding of priming resulting from pure

semantic relatedness implicates a general conceptual level

and cannot be explained in terms of intralexical associa

tions. Thus, they explicitly assumed that the semantic net

work is involved at a general conceptual level without con

sidering the alternative, purely lexical level role proposed

above. They further suggested that such conceptually

mediated priming would also include priming by concepts
that are activated as a result of combining word mean

ings during comprehension. For example, phrases such

as large dog should prime the word collie more than the

phrase dog large.

If such a result were found, it clearly would implicate

a top-down activation process such as Tanenhaus and

Lucas (1987) assumed, which would clearly violate the

modularity hypothesis because it cannot be explained in

terms of intralexical associations. However, as we have

seen above, the finding of priming resulting from pure

semantic relatedness is not necessarily evidence of con

ceptually mediated priming in this sense, because it could

be explained in terms of an intralexical process. Until

direct evidence of high-level conceptual involvement is

found, there seems to be no need to consider semantic

priming to be inconsistent with the modularity hypothesis.

That such evidence will be forthcoming seems unlikely

given the example of sentence-eontext effects described

earlier, in which the meaning of a homograph inappropri

ate to the sentence context in which it occurred produced

a significant priming effect. This seems to suggest that

it is not the concepts activated by the whole sentence

meaning that produce the priming, as would be expected

from Tanenhaus and Lucas's (1987) view of conceptu

ally mediated priming, but rather that Fodor's (1983) view

of a ,. stupid" intralexical association process is more ap

propriate. Although it is suggestive, this evidence is

clearly not conclusive on this issue, however, since it

would be possible for both associative priming and con

ceptually mediated priming to be contributing to the ef

fects. What is needed to clear up this issue is evidence

demonstrating whether or not priming can be produced

by concepts activated by combinations of words, as

Tanenhaus and Lucas suggested. Thus, the most relevant

area to look for such evidence would appear to be studies

of sentence-eontext effects on word recognition, rather

than the single-word studies of semantic priming that we

have been considering.

Sentence-context Effects:
Lexical or Sentential?

Stanovich and West (1983a, 1983b) recently made a

suggestion similar to Fodor's (1983) that sentence-eontext

effects are due to an automatic spreading activation

process within semantic memory, although they did not

address the issue of whether or not this semantic memory

is a part of the language processor. They did, however,

suggest that it could result from "semantic states induced

by combinations of words" (Stanovich & West, 1983b,

p. 30). They further suggested that all semantic context

effects, including semantic priming, can be explained in

spreading activation terms. Thus, they considered

sentence-context effects and lexical priming to reflect the

same underlying phenomenon. They proposed this as an

explanation for Forster's (1981) failure to find facilita

tion effects of sentence contexts in an experiment in which

semantic relationships and associations between words
were avoided, in contrast to most studies of sentence

context.

Interestingly, a corollary of this argument would appear

to be that sentence-context effects are entirely the result

of semantic relationships and associations between words,

rather than of concepts activated by combinations of the

words within the sentence. In fact, Forster's (1981) failure

to fmd facilitation effects of appropriate sentence contexts

that do not contain words semantically related to the tar

get word would appear to provide negative evidence on

whether priming can result from concepts associated with

word combinations, which we have seen to be the criti

cal issue in discriminating between intralexical associa

tive priming and conceptually mediated priming in the

sense that Tanenhaus and Lucas (1987) used it.

This example highlights a problem that has become in

creasingly apparent in the discussion of semantic context

effects. Recently, a number of authors (e.g., Forster,

1981; Seidenberg, Tanenhaus, Leiman, & Bienkowski,

1982; Stanovich & West, 1983b; Tanenhaus & Lucas,

1987) pointed out apparent contradictions in evidence

relating to semantic context effects. These contradictions

have resulted from a failure to distinguish between differ-



ent types of semantic context, particularly between ap
propriateness and/or predictability of sentence contexts
and the presence of semantic relationships and associa
tions, with the words making up the sentence context.

As we have discussed, this is a particular problem in
attempting to evaluate the evidence relating to the
modularity of the language processor. It is probably
premature to draw firm conclusions from the evidence
discussed above for semantic context effects, but there
does seem to be general agreement that lexical priming
and sentence-context effects result from a commonauto
matic spreading activation process of the Collins and
Loftus (1975)variety. Whether this spreadingactivation
process can be explainedin terms of intralexicalassocia
tions consistentwith the modularity hypothesis is a more
contentious issue, but none of the evidence discussed
above was inconsistent with this proposal.

For the rest of this paper, the term lexicalpriming will
be used only to refer to such an intralexical associative
primingprocess,be it associative or semantic, rather than
in the moregeneralsensethat includes conceptually medi
ated priming. This is merely for convenience of discus
sion; it shouldbe kept in mindthat the possibility of con
ceptually mediated priming has not been conclusively
ruled out.

The Plausibility Effect: Lexical or Sentential?
The study of semantic context effects is not the onlyarea

of research in whichpotential confusion exists between the
effects of lexical association and sentential meaning. An

obvious candidate for reconsideration in these itemsis the
plausibility effect, which is the well-established finding that
plausible sentences, which describe very ordinary likely
events such as THE DOG CHEWED THE BONE, are
more quickly and accurately processed than implausible
sentences, which describe bizarre or unusual situations such
as THE OCTOPUS ATE THE REFRIGERATOR. This
effecthas been found by manyexperiments in a wide va
riety of tasks. The explanations for the effecthave varied
enormously, but havealways had in common the assump
tion that some aspect of sentence meaning is responsible
for the difference in processing time or accuracy between
plausible and implausible sentences.

This effect was first reported in shadowing and recall
tasks (Marks & Miller, 1964; Miller & Isard, 1963;
Rosenberg, 1968, 1969; Rosenberg & Jarvella, 1970);
however, as Rosenberg(1969)acknowledged, plausibil
ity effects in these tasks may be due to easier reconstruc
tion of plausiblesentences from partial memorytraces at
the time of recall and may have nothing to do with nor
mal sentence processing. A plausibility effect has also
been found on accuracyof recall in the RSVP task (For
ster & Ryder, 1971),evenwhena two-alternative forced
choice procedure is used to eliminate the possibility of
any guessing strategies or criterion shift. This was ex
plained in terms of faster semanticinterpretationof plau
sible sentences leadingto more of the sentence being suc
cessfully encoded in memory before the end of the very
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brief display (Forster, 1974). However, Murray (1982)

suggestedthat the effect could reflect memory processes
rather than perceptual processes and that the way to over
come this problemis to measure reaction time to clearly
presented and freely available stimuli rather than to mea
sure accuracy of report under degraded stimulus presen
tation conditions.

The effect of plausibility has been demonstrated in a
number of reaction-time (RT) tasks, even in some for
which processing of meaning would appear to be com
pletely irrelevant. For example, ForsterandOlbrei(1972)
andWatson (1976) found thatplausible sentences are clas
sifiedas grammatical more quicklythan implausible sen
tences (the grammaticality task), and Murray (1982)
showedthat sentences are classifiedas physically identi
cal faster if their meanings are plausible (the sentence
matching task). Like Forster (1974), Watsonand Murray
both offered explanations in terms of faster process
ing of the meanings of plausiblethan of implausible sen
tences, with the additional suggestion that the processing
of meaningwas obligatory(Watson, 1976)or faster than
lower level processing(Murray, 1982)to account for its
occurrence in those tasks for which meaningprocessing
would appear to be irrelevant.

Thus, all the variedexplanations for the plausibility ef
fect havesharedthe assumption that someproperty of sen
tential meaning is responsible for the effect. A quick
glance at the examplesof plausibleand implausible sen
tences used in such experimentsmake it clear, however,
that the plausibility of sentential meaning is not the only
variableby whichresearchers' plausibleand implausible
sentences differed. For example, among the small num
ber of plausible sentences used as examples were
THE DOCTOR CURED THE PATIENT (Rosenberg,
1969),THE CONDUCTOR ASKED THE VIOLINS TO
PLAY LOUDER (Forster, 1974), and THE DENTIST
EXTRACTED THE TOOTH (Murray, 1982). The im
plausible counterparts of thesesentences wereTHE DOC
TOR SHOOKTHE AUTHOR(Rosenberg, 1969),THE
CUSTOMERS ASKED THE VIOLINS TO LEAN
STEADILY (Forster, 1974), and THE CLERGY AD
VERTISED THE BONES(Murray, 1982). It is obvious
that these sentences, like the appropriate sentence con
texts of the semantic context experiments, not only are
varied in sentential plausibility, but also in the number
of semantically relatedandassociated wordstheycontain.
This suggeststhe possibility that the plausibility effect is
another case in which apparently high-level sentential
processing effects maybe moresimply explained in terms
of a low-level associative process, as appears to be the
case for sentence-context effects on word recognition.

In fact, the same intralexicalassociative process lead
ing to faster lexical access of the semantically related
words within the plausible sentences could be sufficient
to accountfor all the effectsof plausibility that havebeen
found. Suchpriming would obviously account for faster
overall processingtimes in the RT tasks as a direct result
of speeding the lexical access stageof processing. It would
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also account for the greater recall of plausible sentences

found in the RSVP task, because faster processing of the

related words would enable more words to be encoded

before the end of the very brief display, in a similar way

to the advantage given by faster semantic interpretation in

Forster's (1974) explanation. For the shadowing experi

ments a similar account could be given, whereas for

the recall experiments even the priming explanation is un

necessary because it is well documented that recall is

higher when related words are involved. Thus, intralexi

cal associative priming provides a viable explanation for

the plausibility effect that needs to be investigated.

It should be noted that Forster's (1974) higher level ex

planation for the plausibility effect is not inconsistent with

the modularity hypotheses, as a genuine sentential con

text effect on lexical access would be, because it is sug

gested that the effect is occurring entirely at the stage of

message-level processing. Thus, each of the competing

explanations involves an effect within a single subsystem

of the language processor, but the two explanations differ

in which subsystem they suggest to be involved-whether

the message level or the lexical level.

Lexical Priming Explanations of Plausibility:
Empirical Evidence

Murray (1982) addressed the issue of whether the plau

sibility effect could be explained in terms of lexical prim

ing by taking plausible and implausible sentences that had

been shown to produce a plausibility effect and scram

bling them, thus producing strings such as BEEN HAD

WOUNDED THE SOLDIER. Murray argued that if the

plausibility effect were purely lexical, it would be un

affected by such scrambling, because the relationships be

tween the words remained unaltered, but an effect on sen

tence meaning would be destroyed. Using the sentence

matching task, he found no difference in reaction time

between scrambled plausible and scrambled implausible

sentences, suggesting that the effect must have been due

to sentence meaning rather than to intralexical priming.

One problem with Murray's (1982) experiment is that,

since lexical priming can be drastically reduced by the

presence of intervening words (Bodi, 1982; Gough, Al

ford, & Holley-Wilcox, 1981), the effect may have been

destroyed by the separation of related words rather than

the disruption of sentence meaning. Murray argued that

this was unlikely because the related words were some

times closer after scrambling than before, but clearly con

trol of the distance between related words would be

preferable.
In an unpublished study, K. I. Forster (personal com

munication, July, 1977) very neatly eliminated the exis

tence of related words as the sole cause of the plausibility

effect by showing that implausible sentences constructed

by reversing plausible sentences, such as THE PATIENT

CURED THE DOCTOR, were significantly slower than

their plausible counterpart, which for this example was

THE DOCTOR CURED THE PATIENT. The task For

ster used for this experiment was another RT task, the mul

tiple lexical decision task, in which subjects are asked to

decide whether all the words are proper English words,

or whether any nonsense words are present. He found that

with this task also, plausible sentences were responded to

more quickly than implausible sentences. In this experi

ment, since both plausible and implausible sentences con

tained the same words at the same distances from each

other, the fact that this plausibility effect still occurred is

strong evidence against lexical priming as its sole cause.

However, there remains one possible criticism of this

conclusion, which is that the order in which the related

words occur might be critical, because it is possible that

the associations producing the priming may be unidirec

tional, and hence be effectively unrelated in the opposite

order. For example, doctor might prime cure but not vice

versa. This would be reasonably likely since, by Fodor's

(1983) account, words become associated by often occur

ring together in the world; presumably priming will be

stronger in the order in which they usually occur than in

the reverse direction. That is bread will prime butter better

than vice versa because the words usually occur in that

order in the phrase bread and butter. If the co-occurrence

of words used in plausible sentences, such as THE DOC

TOR CURED THE PATIENT, is usually in that same

order, which seems likely given the nature of plausibil

ity, then it would seem quite reasonable to suggest that

in general the subject of a plausible sentence (in this ex

ample, doctor) will be a better prime for the verb (in this

example, cured) and the verb will be a better prime for

the object (in this example, patient) than in the reverse

order. Thus, Forster's evidence cannot quite rule out the

possibility of an associative priming explanation of the

plausibility effect. This explanation seems particularly un

likely in the face of evidence that backward priming of

unidirectional associates occurs in the lexical decision task

(Koriat, 1981; Seidenberg et al., 1984). However, a more

direct investigation of this unidirectional priming expla

nation will be undertaken in this paper.
Bodi (1982) found that the existence of related words

in sentences had no effect on reaction times in the gram

maticality task, although the same sentences did produce

a relatedness effect in another task more sensitive to lex

ical effects. This would appear to support the idea that

the grammaticality task is not influenced by lexical prim

ing; therefore, the effect of plausibility found in such tasks

is unlikely to be the result of lexical priming. However,

Bodi did find a nonsignificant trend toward an effect of

lexical relatedness that was of roughly the same magni

tude as the significant effect in the more sensitive task.

Thus, it is possible that lexical priming may influence the

grammaticality task, but that the task is less sensitive to

effects of such small magnitudes. Conditions that might

produce a larger priming effect or increase the statistical

power of the comparison might well result in a signifi-



cant priming effect in the grammaticality task, so this evi

dence cannot rule out lexical priming as the source of the

plausibility effect.

Thus, the evidence from Murray (1982) and Forster

(1977) suggests that purely intralexical associative prim

ing is probably not the cause of the plausibility effect, but

cannot completely rule it out as a possibility. The pur

pose of this paper is to provide more conclusive evidence.

EXPERIMENT 1

The first question we addressed was whether a plausi

bility effect would occur in the absence of syntactic

processing, even when the relative position of the con

tent words remained unaltered. If it would not, as Mur

ray's (1982) and Bodi's (1982) results suggested would

be the case, this would provide evidence against purely

intralexical priming's being the source of the plausibility

effect, since such lexical priming should be unaffected

by the disruption of syntactic processing. However, be

fore the effect of the disruption of syntax could be tested,

it was necessary to start with a set of items for which a

plausibility effect was known to occur. In Experiment 1,

such a set of items was constructed and tested using the

grammaticality task.

In constructing plausible and implausible sentences to

test for the effect of plausibility, it is obviously impor

tant to control for lexical factors, such as word length and

frequency. One difficulty with doing this is that, despite

the most careful matching in terms of word frequency

norms, a consistent bias toward the use of less natural

words in implausible sentences tends to occur. This is be

cause words such as damsel, which seem natural only in

a specific historical context, reduce the overall plausibil

ity of any sentence in which they occur, and so will tend

to be rejected in the construction of plausible sentences,

although they may appear in implausible sentences. For

example, the sentence THE BOY KISSED THE DAM

SEL would be rejected as a plausible sentence because

it does not sound very natural, but the sentence THE

AARDVARK SADDLED THE DAMSEL would make

an acceptable implausible sentence. Clearly, however, the

implausibility of this sentence may be partly the result of

the unnaturalness of its component words, which may be

a lexical property rather than a property of sentence

meaning.

Controlling word frequency does not eliminate the pos

sibility of such a bias. Gernsbacher (1984) showed that

words of the same low frequency in counts of printed fre

quency, such as those of Kucera and Francis (1967), do

differ in naturalness, or "experimental familiarity" as she

calls it. She demonstrated this to be a problem sufficient

to have caused inconsistent results in different studies of

interactions between the effects of word frequency and

other variables, such as orthographic regularity, seman

tic concreteness, and polysemy. Thus, a systematic bias

in naturalness or experimental familiarity could occur be

tween plausible and implausible items in which frequency

of usage has been controlled.
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In this experiment, the possibility of such a bias was

eliminated by constructing the plausible and implausible

sentences from the same subset of words and using a coun
terbalanced design to minimize repetition. Thus, any differ

ence found between the plausible and implausible items in

this experiment must be due to the combination in which

the words occur: either lexical priming or a sentential ef

fect of plausibility. It was decided that if an effect were

found in these sentences, a further experiment would be

attempted to decide which of these two possible word com

bination effects is the source of the plausibility effect.

Method
Items. Thirty plausible and implausibleitems were constructed

in pairs that differed by only one word. For example, the plausible

sentenceTHE USHERTOOKTHE TICKETShad an implausible
counterpartTHE TAILORTOOKTHE TICKETS,whichdiffered

by only one word. The words that differed between the two sen
tences also occurred in another pair of sentences in the same con

dition, but with the opposite plausibility value. For example, THE
TAILOR MADE THE UNIFORMSwas a plausiblesentence, and
THE USHERMADETHE UNIFORMSwas its implausiblecoun
terpart. Thus, the set of words making up the plausible and im

plausible sentenceswere identical, and the syntactic structure was
identical for each plausibleand implausiblepair, so any plausibil
ity effect that may occur in this experiment cannot be attributed
to variations in syntax or lexical properties.

Sixty other grammaticalsentencesof a similar type were also in
cludedto test separate hypotheses thatare notdiscussed in thispaper.

Since the subjects' task was to decide whether or not the items
formed grammaticalsentences,distractor items that were ungram
maticaland to whichthe responsewas "no" werealso constructed.

Ninetysuchdistractoritemswere included so that the subjectsmade
an equal number of randomly interspersed "yes" and "no" deci

sions, and so that they were unableto predictwhatthe nextresponse
would be. These items were based on sentences of the same syn
tactic structure as the test items but with different content words.
They were converted to ungrammatical items by swappingthe po
sitionsof two words (e.g., THE FlGHTERHIT MAT THE). Half
of these items were constructedfrom plausiblesentences, and half
from implausible, to mimic the experimental items. Becauseeach

role-word (i.e., the syntactic subject of the sentence) in the ex
perimental items was repeated once for each subject, half of the
distractors alsocontained a role-word repeated from an experimental
item so that subjects would be unable to determine the correct
responsefrom the fact that repetition had occurred.Thus, eachrole
word occurred three times: once in a plausibleexperimental item,
once in an implausibleexperimental item, and once in a distractor
item. There were also 10 practice items, which were a random as
sortment of items of the above types.

Ratings. Ten raters assessed the plausibility of each of the ex
perimentalitems. They were asked to assigna value between1 and
7 to each sentence, where 7 correspondedto veryplausible, 1 cor
responded to veryimplausible, and theotherscoresrepresented grad

ings on the scale at equal intervals. Plausibility was defined as

the ordinariness or likelihood of the eventdescribed by the sen
tence. Thusa plausible sentence willdescribe a veryordinary event
which has a highprobability ofoccurring ineveryday life,whereas
an implausible sentence willdescribe a verybizarreor unexpected
event which is not very likely to occur.

Raters were also given examplesof plausibleand implausiblesen
tences.

The plausible sentences produced a mean rating of 6.6, and the
implausible sentences had a mean rating of 2.9. A t test showed
this difference to be significant [t(29) = 17.3, P < .001], which
confirmed that plausibility had been manipulated as intended.
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Subjects. Forty Monash University students took part in the ex

periment and were paid for their participation.

Design. An incomplete within-subjects design (Shaughnessy &

Zechmeister, 1985) was used, involving two groups of 20 subjects,

to counterbalance the effects ofdifferent item sets while minimizing

repetition of words for each subject. Each group saw the plausible

member of half of the plausible/implausible item pairs (Set 1) and

the implausible member of the other half of the pairs (Set 2). The

other group saw the opposite member of each pair. For example,

Group 1 saw THE TAILOR MADE THE UNIFORMS (Plausible

Set 1) and THE TAILOR TOOK THE TICKETS (ImplausibleSet 2),

whereas Group 2 saw THE USHER TOOK THE TICKETS (Plau

sible Set 2) and THE USHER MADE THE UNIFORMS (Implausi

ble Set 1). Each subject, therefore, saw only one version of each

item, but over the two groups each item appeared in both versions.

Each role-word was repeated within a group, however, and as men

tioned above, distractors also containing repeated words were included

so that repetition could not be used as the basis for making deci

sions. The same practice items were seen by both groups of sub

jects, and the distractors were also the same except for the repeated

role-words, which were different for the two groups.

Procedure. In this and subsequent experiments, each subject was

presented with written instructions, seated in a booth looking at

a video screen controlled by a PDP-ll computer, and then tested

individually. Items consisting of 7 x9 dot-matrix characters were

presented on the screen, always in uppercase. The subjects

responded to the items by pressing a blue button with the index

finger of the preferred hand if the item was grammatical or a red

button with the nonpreferred hand if the item was ungrammatical.

They were asked to respond as quickly and accurately as possible

and were given feedback after each trial. The subject brought up

the next item by pressing a foot pedal, thus controlling the inter

trial interval. A summary of the instructions was presented again

on the screen, then practice items were presented, followed by a

mixture of experimental items and distractors in a different pseudo

random order for each subject. The subjects were informed when

they were halfway through the experiment.

In this experiment, each sentence was presented for 3 sec. The

subjects were instructed to press the blue button if the string of words

formed a grammatical English sentence or the red button if it was

ungrammatical, and examples were given for each type of response.

Results
To minimize the problems associated with the positive

skew of RT distributions in this and subsequent experi

ments, outlying scores were adjusted to cutoff values two

standard deviations from the mean RT for each subject.

Furthermore, any scores below 200 msec were omitted

altogether. In addition, subjects having an error rate of

25 % or more (over all items in the experiment) would

have been excluded from the analysis. No subjects in this

experiment were excluded for this reason.

The mean plausibility ratings, RTs, error percentages,

and plausibility differences for each of the experimental

conditions (which contained only grammatical sentences)

are shown in Table 1. The ungrammatical distractor items

were not analyzed. Two analyses of variance were per

formed, one based on the mean scores for each subject

and one based on the mean scores for each item. A treat

ment X blocks design was used (Keppel, 1982) to elimi

nate sources of variance associated with the different sub

ject groups in the subject analysis and the different item

Table 1

Mean Reaction Times (RT in msec) and Percentage Errors (%E)

in the Grammaticality Task for Plausible and Implausible

Items in Experiment 1, and Plausibility Differences in

Reaction Times and Errors

Example of Items RT %E

Plausible THE USHER TOOK THE TICKETS 1094 2.0

Implausible THE TAILOR TOOK THE TICKETS 1131 2.3

Difference 37 0.3

sets in the item analysis. The two factors in each 2 x 2

analysis of variance were groups (groups of subjects for

the subject analysis, and sets of items for the item anal

ysis) and plausibility (plausible vs. implausible), with

repeated measures on the plausibility factor. A minF'

value was calculated on the basis of this analysis. Fol

lowing the recommendation of Santa, Miller, and Shaw

(1979), a 10% alpha level was used to counteract the con

servatism of minF'.

The 37-msec RT difference between plausible and im

plausible items was significant for both subject and item

analyses [Fl(1,38) = 12.49,p < .01; F2(1,28) = 5.67,

P < .05] and was significant by minF' at the 10% alpha

level [minF'(1,51) = 3.90,p < .10]. There was no sig

nificant difference in the errors for the plausible and im

plausible conditions (Fl < 1, F2 < 1).

Discussion
The results show that the plausible items tested in this

experiment produced a consistently faster RT than did the

implausible items. This difference cannot be attributed to

lexical factors since the same words were used in both

conditions. It must therefore be the combination in which
the words occurred that produced the effect. These items,

therefore, appear to be suitable for testing the contribu

tion of asymmetric lexical priming to this word combi

nation effect.

However, one possible problem with the design of this

experiment was the use of repeated subject terms. It could

be argued that, rather than being an effect of sentential

plausibility on normal sentence processing, the results of

this experiment may reflect subjects' unusual processing

of the items containing the second presentation of each

role-word. This unusual processing would bedue to previ

ous experience of that role-word in a sentence of the op

posite plausibility or in an ungrammatical distractor item.

To show that the plausibility effect does represent an ef

fect on normal sentence processing rather than on an

experiment-specific episodic memory effect, it is neces

sary to show that it occurs in the items in which the sub

ject items are presented for the first time. A post hoc anal

ysis of the results showed that the 12 items (out of the

total set of 30) in which the subject term occurred for the

first time showed a plausibility effect of comparable size

to that of the overall effect. In fact, the effect for these

nonrepeated items was slightly larger (43 msec as com-



pared with the original 37 msec). This clearly shows that

the repetition of role-words is not responsible for the plau

sibility effect found in this experiment.

The results of this experiment, then, provide a demon

stration of word combination effect that cannot be at

tributed to the effects of repetition. Thus the items from

this experiment were deemed suitable for use in the next

experiment in which an attempt was made to decide

whether this combination effect is a genuine sentential

plausibility effect or whether it can be accounted for in

terms of asymmetric lexical priming.

EXPERIMENT 2

As mentioned earlier, Murray (1982) attempted to show

that lexical priming could not be the cause of the plausi

bility effect by demonstrating that when plausible and im

plausible sentences are scrambled, they no longer produce

different RTs. For example, scrambled versions of plau

sible sentences (e.g., BEEN HAD WOUNDED THE

SOLDIER) do not differ in RT in the sentence matching

task from the scrambled versions of implausible sentences

(e.g., THE STONE THE WORM SWALLOWED).

Since such scrambles contain the same related words as

the sentences from which they are constructed, the fact

that disrupting syntax by scrambling of word order de

stroys the effect implies that the plausibility effect is sen

tential rather than the result of lexical priming.

In this experiment, similar logic was used, but the dis

ruption of syntactic processing was achieved without al

tering the relative positions of the content words. The

items in this experiment were modified versions of the

sentences from Experiment 1, which were shown to pro

duce a plausibility difference in RT. Instead of scrambling

the sentences, as Murray (1982) did, syntax was disrupted

by removing the function words (which could not con

tribute to lexical priming) and replacing them with un

related three-letter content words. For example, THE

USHER TOOK THE TOCKETS became the word string

SAG USHER TOOK SIP TICKETS. If the plausibility

effect that occurred in Experiment 1 were due to lexical

priming, then the same effect should occur when subjects

read these word strings, because they contain the same

content words in the same positions relative to each other.

However, if the plausibility effect were the result of

processing the meaning of the sentence, then the effect

should not occur for these word strings, because senten

tial processing should not be possible. It should be noted

that this manipulation does not produce a perfect base

line measure of normal processing without syntax, because

it could be argued that the replacement of function words

by content words may have other effects on processing

apart from the disruption of syntax. This issue will be ad

dressed in Experiment 5.

The grammaticality task cannot be used with items such

as the word strings described above, because Ratcliff

(1983) has shown that such ungrammatical items, for

which a "no" decision is appropriate in the grammati

cality task, are not sensitive to plausibility if the first few
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words of the sentence do not form a possible grammati

cal sequence. This is not surprising because subjects can

make a "no" decision on the basis of a few words without

completing sentential processing. That this is the strategy

subjects adopt is borne out by the fact that such items

produce very short RTs, whereas "no" decisions to items

which contain a deviation from grammatical sequencing

only toward the end of the sentence have larger RTs than

"yes" items and are sensitive to plausibility.

In this experiment, therefore, a decision was made to

use the multiple lexical decision task, which Forster

(1977) (described above) hasshown to be sensitive to plau

sibility. This task is an extension of the task originally

used to demonstrate priming (e.g., Meyer & Schvane

veldt, 1971).

Although the nature of the task and the nonsentential

nature of the items should discourage syntactic process

ing, the stereotyped structure of the items with long con

tent words in the second, third, and fifth serial positions

and short content words in the first and fourth positions

may alert subjects to the existence of a relationship be

tween the larger content words that formed the maincon

stituents of the original plausible and implausible sen

tences. To disguise this stereotyped structure, some filler

items were included that had quite different structures and

no underlying sentential relationships between the words.

Method
Items. The experimental items were constructed from the plau

sible and implausible items from Experiment I by removing the

function words and replacing them with three-letter content words.

The matched plausible and implausible pairs of word strings con

tained the same three-letter content words. For example, the plau

sible word string SAG USHER TOOK SIP TICKETS was matched

with the implausible word string SAG TAILOR TOOK SIP

TICKETS. To prevent subjects from becoming aware that the word

strings were modified sentences, which could lead to undesirable

strategies, 15 filler items were constructed containing words com
pletely unrelated to each other, with verbs, if any, in serial posi

tions different from those in the experimental items

(e.g., FISH PRIEST BACK FILLED SOLO). Forty-five distrac
tor items were constructed. Thirty were of the same structure as

the experimental items but contained a legal nonword (e.g., LAD
TOGICIAN DARKENED PEW STATE). Also, as in Experiment I,

15 of these contained a role-word repeated from the experimental

items and 15 were similar to the filler items, but contained a non

word. Nonwords appeared in all serial positions to ensure that sub

jects had to read the entire string before making a "yes" decision.

The 14 practice items were a random assortment of each of the above

item structures.

Subjects. The subjects were 40 Monash University students who

had not taken part in Experiment 1. They were paid for their par

ticipation.

Design. A counterbalanced design involving two groups of 20

subjects was used for the experimental items, as in Experiment I.

The same fillers and practice items were seen by both groups of

subjects. The distractors were also the same except for the repeated

role-words, which were different for the two groups.

Procedure. The procedure was the same as for Experiment 1,

except that the subjects' task was different; they were instructed

to push the blue button if the word string was made up entirely

of proper English words or the red button if it contained a non
sense word.
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Table 2

Mean Reaction Times (RT in msec) and Percentage Errors (%E)

in the Multiple Lexical Decision Task for the Plausible and

Implausible Items from Experiment 2, and the Plausibility

Difference in Reaction Time and Errors

Results

The mean RTs and percentage errors for each condi

tion are presented in Table 2. No subjects were excluded

from analysis for exceeding the accepted error criterion.

The plausibility difference was analyzed as in the previ

ous experiment. The 59-msec RT effect was significant

[minF'(l,52) = 5.57, p < .05]. There was no signifi

cant error effect [F1(l,38) = 1.06, P > .05; F2 < 1].

Discussion

The results showed that there was a clear difference be

tween the plausible and implausible items from Experi

ment 1, even when the function words were replaced by

content words. This suggests that the plausibility effect

observed in Experiment 1 may not have been produced

by sentential processing at all since the items in the cur

rent experiment were designed to prevent sentential pro

cessing. The simplest explanation appears to be that lexi

cal priming caused the effect in both experiments. This

suggests that the results of Forster (1977) and Murray

(1982), which seemed to eliminate lexical priming as the

source of the plausibility effect, may have been the result

of failure to control the order in which the related words

occurred in their experiments.

However, other possibilities need to be considered be

fore this conclusion can be accepted. There were two

rather striking differences between the results of this ex

periment and those of Experiment 1 that need to be

acounted for: (1) the size of the RTs obtained, which were

about 900 msec longer for the multiple lexical decision

task than for the grammaticality task, and (2) the size of

the plausibility effect, which was approximately twice the

magnitude in Experiment 2 as in Experiment 1.

If subjects were merely relying on lexical analysis of the
input, the long RTs would be surprising because the gram

maticality task must include the same lexical analysis as

the lexical decision task, with the addition of syntacticanal
ysis. The grammaticality task would therefore be expected

to produce longer rather than shorter RTs relative to those

of the lexical decision task. Some of this difference may

be explained in terms of the extra difficulty of accessing

the two content words, which were lower in average fre

quency than were the function words, because Bradley

(1978) showed that function words were accessed at ap

proximately the same speed as high-frequency content

words. However, a frequency effect for two words cer

tainly could not account for a 9OO-msec difference.

Plausible

Implausible

Difference

Example of Items

SAG USHER TOOK SIP TICKETS

SAG TAILOR TOOK SIP TICKETS

RT

1971
2030

59

%E

9.5
8.0

-1.5

The most likely reason for the longer RTs in this ex

periment is that the decision component forms a larger

proportion of the RTs in the lexical decision task. A larger

decision component in the lexical decision task is likely,

because a separate decision about lexical status has to be

made for each word in addition to the final overall deci

sion that leads to the response. In the grammaticality task,

on the other hand, only a single decision needs to be made

about whether a grammatical structure can be assigned.

The fact that subjects reported finding the lexical deci

sion task tiring and produced much higher error rates than

in the grammaticality task supports the suggestion of a

larger decision component.

The problem with all tasks involving a lengthy and

difficult decision component is that they provide oppor

tunity for conscious strategies that have nothing to do with

normal sentence processing, but are designed to simplify

the decision component of reaction time. Such a strategy

would be possible in this task because, as can be seen

clearly from a quick inspection of some of the items

used-such as AWE TAILOR MADE HOP UNIFORMS,

HUB VISITOR ADMIRED ROB HOUSE, and USE

BURGLARS PICKED CUP LOCK-it is not difficult to

pick out the words that make up a sentence, especially

because the verbs retain their inflections. Because the de

cision about individual words is obviously a very difficult

one, subjects may actually find it easier and faster to check

whether there are words that make sense together as a

sentence and hence infer that they must all be proper

words than to make a decision about those words individu

ally. If such a strategy were adopted, then a plausibility

effect may occur despite the attempts to prevent syntac

tic processing, rather than a lexical priming effect. The

possibility of such a strategy was the reason for includ
ing filler items without such an underlying sentence struc

ture, but their presence may not have been sufficient to

distract subjects from noticing the structure in the ex

perimental items.

The existence of such a strategy would also account for

the larger plausibility effect in this experiment. This would

not be expected if the effects were the result of the same

lexical priming process in the two experiments, but would

make sense if the effect in Experiment 2 were due to a

conscious strategy rather than to norrnallinguistic process

ing. Thus, before any conclusion could be drawn from

this experiment, it was necessary to eliminate the possi

bility that the effect was the result of task-specific strategy

rather than of normal linguistic processing. This was at

tempted in the next experiment.

EXPERIMENT 3

In this experiment another attempt was made to test

whether a plausibility effect can survive the disruption of

syntactic processing when the relative order of the con

tent words in the sentence was maintained. Thus, the same

items were tested as in the previous experiment. This time
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Example of Items RT %E

Plausible SAG USHER TOOK SIP TICKETS 2221 4.0

SAG USHER TOOK SIP TICKETS

Implausible SAG TAILOR TOOK SIP TICKETS 2230 6.5
SAG TAILOR TOOK SIP TICKETS

Table 3

Mean Reaction Times (RT in msec) and Percentage Errors (%E)

in the Sentence Matching Tasks for the Plausible and Implausible

Items in Experiment 3, and the Plausibility Differences

in Reaction Times and Errors

Results

The mean RTs and percentage errors for each condi

tion are presented in Table 3. No subjects were excluded

from analysis for exceeding the accepted error criterion.

The results were analyzed as in the previous experiment.

There was no significant RT difference (Fl < 1, F2 < 1)

or error difference [Fl(I,38) = 3.09,p > .05;F2(1,28)

= 3.51, p > .05].

2.59Difference

Discussion

The failure to find an effect for the items from Experi

ment 2 with the sentence matching task, which is unlikely

to share the conscious strategies possible in the multiple

lexical decision task, suggests that the result in the previ

ous experiment may have been due to such a task-specific

strategy. This, then, would mean that the results of Ex

periment 2 do not implicate lexical priming as the source

of the plausibility effect in Experiment 1. In fact, iflexi

cal priming had been the source of the effect in Experi

ment 1, it should also have occurred in this experiment,

because the task has been shown to be sensitive to a num

ber oflexical properties (e.g., Chambers & Forster, 1975)

and sentential properties (Freedman, 1982; Murray, 1982)

and therefore must involve at least lexical access. Also,

Forster (1979) reported that lexical priming does occur

with this task.

However, the possibility should be considered that the

null result in this experiment could be the result of in

sufficient sensitivity of the task. Murray (1982) has shown

that the task does produce plausibility effects, but it is still

possible that the present manipulation of plausibility (or

relatedness), which barely produced a significant effect

in Experiment 1, may be insufficient to produce a sig

nificant effect with the sentence matching task. Before any

conclusion can be drawn about the possible existence of

lexical priming for the content words in Experiment 1,

it is necessary to check that the sentence matching task

is sufficiently sensitive to detect such an effect.

It should be noted that the long RTs in this experiment

(200 msec longer even than those for the lexical decision

experiment) should not necessarily be taken as a sign of

extensive decision processes. The sentence matching task

involves the analysis and comparison of two word strings,

and thus the long RTs in this task do not suggest the likeli

hood of strategies as in the previous experiment, where

only one string of five words needed to be analyzed.

Method
Items. The experimental items were the same as in the previous

experiment, but were presented simultaneously as identical pairs,

one above the other, for example,

SAG USHER TOOK SIP TICKETS

SAG USHER TOOK SIP TICKETS

There were 30 distractors, which were modeled on the experimen

tal items but contained a word in the second of the pair of sentences

that differed by a few letters from the corresponding word in the

first sentence, for example,

TOP SAILORS OPPOSED TEN CAPTAIN

TOP SAILORS OPPOSED TAN CAPTAIN

As in the two previous experiments, half the distractors contained

role-words repeated from the experimental items. Differences oc

curred in each of the five serial positions to ensure that subjects

had to read all the words to make a "yes" decision. No fillers were

included because they were unnecessary for this task. The 14practice

items were once again a random selection of the above types.

Subjects. The subjects were 40 Monash University students who

had not taken part in either of the previous experiments. They were

paid for their participation.

Design. The design was identical to that of Experiment 2, ex

cept that there were no filler items.

Procedure. The procedure was the same as that for the two previ
ous experiments, except that the subjects' task was different; they

were instructed to push the blue button if the two word strings were

identical or the red button if they were not.

a task was used that, unlike the multiple lexical decision

task, should not be prone to conscious strategies that use

relatedness to simplify the decision processes involved in

a way quite unrelated to normal linguistic processing. The

problem with such strategies is that they may produce an

effect of lexical relatedness that has nothing to do with

normal lexical priming.

The task chosen for this experiment was the sentence

matching task in which subjects decide whether two strings

of words are physically identical. As discussed earlier,

Murray (1982) showed that this task, like the grammati

cality task, is sensitive to plausibility. He also pointed out

that it is unlikely to be influenced by any sort of conscious

strategy, because a decision about physical identity can

not be made on the basis of whether any lexical or sen

tential properties exist.

In this experiment, then, if a difference is found be

tween the plausible and implausible word strings, which

contain the content words from the stereotyped plausible

and implausible items from Experiment 1 in the same

order, but with the function words replaced with content

words to prevent any sentential processing from occur

ring, then conscious strategies will not be a possible ex

planation. Rather, such a result would suggest that lexi

cal priming is the source of the plausibility effect. If, on

the other hand, no effect occurs in this experiment, then

it will suggest that the content words in the plausible and

implausible sentences in Experiment 1 are not sufficiently

related to produce a lexical priming effect, and therefore

that lexical priming is not the cause of the plausibility

effect.
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EXPERIMENT 4

To check the sensitivity of the sentence matching task,

the plausible and implausible items from Experiment 1,

on which the items from Experiments 2 and 3 were based,

were used in this experiment with the sentence matching

task. Ifan effect is found in this experiment, it would rule

out insensitivity of the task as the reason for the null result

in Experiment 3.

Table 4
Mean ReactionTimes (RT in rnsee) and Percentage Errors (%E) in

the Sentence Matching Task for the Plausible and Implausible

Items in Experiment 4, and the Plausibility Differences

in Reaction Times and Errors

Example of Items RT %E

Plausible THE USHER TOOK THE TICKETS 1516 4.8

THE USHER TOOK THE TICKETS

Implausible THE TAILOR TOOK THE TICKETS 1563 4.8

THE TAILOR TOOK THE TICKETS

ity effects in Experiments 1 and 4 were not caused by lex

ical priming.

However, one further criticism of Experiment 3 re

mains. Bodi (1982) found that related words that produce

priming when presented in a list separated by two func

tion words (not in an appropriate order for sentential

processing) do not produce priming when separated by

two content words. For example, a word string contain

ing a related pair separated by function words (e.g., AS

PIPE OFF BY TOBACCO) was responded to more

quickly than a matched unrelated word string (e.g., ON

LIEUTENANT TO OF TOBACCO), whereas the same

related pair in a context ofother content words (e.g., DAY

PIPE HAT OWE TOBACCO) was not faster than its un

related counterpart (i.e., LOG LIEUTENANT OWN

MOB TOBACCO). Bodi points out that this could be ex

plained in two different ways: (1) in terms of greater

salience of the related words in the context of function

words, which could enable adaptive strategies to occur,

or (2) in terms of a disruption of automatic priming ef

fects by the intervening content words, which does not

occur with function words because they do not share the
same semantic network system. This second explana

tion could be due either to the number of content words

intervening or to the rate of content word access, exceed

ing some critical limit on priming. Bodi attempted to de

cide between the strategic and automatic processing ex

planations experimentally, but obtained indeterminate

results.
The possibility of such a disruption of automatic prim

ing by content words but not function words is critical

to the interpretation of the present experiments, because

the difference between the sentences of Experiments 1 and

4 and the word strings of Experiment 3 involves both a

content word between potentially related words and a

higher rate of content word access in the word strings.

Thus, if such a limit on priming existed, it could account

for the pattern of results obtained in these experiments.

It should be noted that such an explanation is less likely

to apply in these experiments than in Bodi's (1982), be

cause in the present experiments the first two content

words of the sentence remained adjacent to each other in

the word strings, so that any priming they produced would

only be prevented in the word strings by the existence

of a single three-letter word prior to them, which intui

tively seems unlikely to be able to produce such a drastic

Method
Items. The experimental items were the plausible and implausi

ble items from Experiment I, but were presented simultaneously

in identical pairs, one above the other, for example,

THE USHER TOOK THE TICKETS

THE USHER TOOK THE TICKETS

Thirty distractors were included that were similar to the experimental

items but that contained a word in the second sentence of the pair

that differed by a few letters from the corresponding word in the

first sentence, for example,

THE FIGHTER HIT THE MAT

THE LIGHTER HIT THE MAT

As in the three previous experiments, half of these distractors con

tained a role-word repeated from the experimental items, and differ

ences occurred in each of the five serial positions. The 10 practice

items were a random selection of items of the above types.

Subjects. The subjects were 40 Monash University students who

had not taken part in any of the previous experiments. They were

paid for their participation.

Design. The design was identical to that of Experiment 3.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 3

except for a slight modification in the wording of the instructions

due to the use of sentences rather than word strings.

Results
The mean RTs and errors for each condition are

presented in Table 4. Three subjects were excluded from

analysis. for exceeding the accepted error criterion. The

results were analyzed as in the previous experiment. The
47-msec effect of plausibility was marginally significant

[FI(I,38) = 6.85,p < .05; F2(1,28) = 5.90,p < .05;

minF'(1,6I) = 2.98, p > .1]. There was no error ef

fect (FI < 1, F2 < 1).

Discussion

The results of this experiment are very similar to those

of Experiment 1: The RT difference is a little larger,

which is to be expected because the processing of a sec

ond sentence is involved, but the level of significance is

quite similar; the RT differences for both tasks were sig

nificant by both Fl and F2; the grammaticality effect was

significant by minF' at the 10% level, but the effect for

the sentence matching task was not quite significant. Thus,

the grammaticality and sentence matching tasks appear

to be comparable in sensitivity, so the null result in Ex

periment 3 for word strings does not appear to have been

due to insensitivity of the task. It seems likely, therefore,

that the apparent lexical priming effect in Experiment 2

was due to a task-specific strategy, and that the piausibil-

Difference 47 0.0



reduction in priming. This intuition is confirmed by the

fact that Schvaneveldt and Meyer (1973) found a large

priming effect in strings of three words in which only the

second two are related. Thus, any priming effect produced

by the first two content words in the sentences from Ex

periment 1 should have survived in the word strings. For

example, in the word string PEG PORTER CARRiED

RIM LUGGAGE, which was constructed from the sen

tence THE PORTER CARRiED THE LUGGAGE, any

priming produced by the words porter carried was un

likely to be destroyed by the occurrence of the word peg

prior to them.

Priming in these first two content words is likely to be

a major component of any priming effect that exists. The

second and third content words (the verb and object of

the sentence) could not contribute to the effect in these

experiments because they are held constant for the plau

sible and implausible items. Thus, the only two possible

sources of priming are the subject/verb pairs and the sub

ject/object pairs. By Bodi's (1982) argument, the second

of these effects might be destroyed by the unrelated con

tent words due to the increased rate of content word ac

cess, but, as we have seen above, the first should survive

the addition of the content words. Thus disruption of lex

ical priming by content words could account for a reduc

tion of the effect in the word strings (perhaps by half),

but not a complete elimination of it as was found. Unfor

tunately, however, because the full effect was barely sig

nificant, any reduction of the effect would be likely to

result in a failure to reach significance. Thus, this argu

ment rests on the assumption that the 9-msec nonsignifi

cant trend was smaller than the nonsignificant effect,

which would be expected if the effect were halved (i.e.,

approximately 24 msec). Clearly, this is not a strong ba

sis from which to draw conclusions.

Thus, the results of the first four experiments can only

be considered weak evidence against lexical priming as

the cause of the plausibility effect. Therefore, in the next

experiment, another attempt was made to eliminate lexi

cal priming as the source of the plausibility effect, this

time using a completely different approach.

EXPERIMENT 5

As mentioned earlier, Forster (1977) found a plausi

bility effect using the lexical decision task between sen

tences that contained the same content words, but in

reverse order. For example, THE DOCTOR CURED

THE PATIENT was responded to more quickly than THE

PATIENT CURED THE DOCTOR. This finding

eliminates the existence of related words alone as the

source of the effect. However, it could be argued that there

may still be a residual effect due to the different order

in which the words occurred, because it is possible that

relatedness effects are asymmetric and that plausible sen

tences tend to contain related words in the right order to

produce priming.
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In this experiment, using the sentence matching task

as in Experiment 3 and 4, this possibility was examined

by also testing the passive versions of the same sentences

that, when their content words are in the same order as

in the active sentences, have the opposite plausibility

value. For example, THE PATIENT WAS CURED BY

THE DOCTOR is a plausible sentence, with the same con

tent words in the same order as in the implausible sen

tence above, and THE DOCTOR WAS CURED BY THE

PATIENT is an implausible sentence with the same con

tent words in the same order as in the plausible sentence

above. Thus, if both the active and passive versions of

the same sentences can produce a plausibility effect be

tween reversed item pairs, the effect cannot be attributed

to asymmetric priming, because it should be entirely de

pendent upon word order and therefore produce opposite

effects of plausibility for the active and the passive sen

tences. Therefore, if a plausibility effect is found in this

experiment for both the active and the passive versions

of such sentences, the effect must be due to sentential

processing, not lexical priming.

Method

Items. The experimental items were 60 quadruplets of sentences

containing the same content words, but with word orders produc

ing both plausible and implausible meanings in both active and pas

sive voice, for example, THE LANDLORD EVICTED THE

TENANT (active plausible), THE TENANT EVICTED THE

LANDLORD (active implausible), THE TENANT WAS EVICTED

BY THE LANDLORD (passive plausible), andTHE LANDLORD

WAS EVICTED BY THE TENANT (passive implausible). Sixty

distractor items were also constructed, which were made up from

sentence pairs modeled on the experimental items but were made

different by changing several letters in the second sentence of each

pair. The 15 practice items were a random assortment of all of the

above types of items.

Ratings. The active versions of the items were rated for plausi

bility on a 7-point scale by 10 subjects to ensure the plausibility

had been successfully manipulated. The plausible items had a mean

rating of 6.79 and a range from 6.2 to 7.0. The implausible items
had a mean rating of 2.99 and a range from 1.3 to 5.6.

SUbjects. The subjects were 60 Monash University students who

were paid for their participation.

Design. A counterbalanced design was used, like that of the previ

ous experiments, but involving four groups of 15 subjects. Each

group saw one-fourth of the items in the active plausible form,

another one-fourth in passive plausible form, and so on, but each

group saw each item in a different form from that seen by the other

groups. For example, Group I saw THE LANDLORD EVICTED

THE TENANT (active plausible), THE EMPLOYEE SACKED HIS

BOSS (active implausible), THE MOUSE WAS CAUGHT BY THE

CAT (passive plausible), and THE VET WAS EXAMINED BY

THE DOG (passive implausible). Group 2 saw THE BOSS

SACKED HIS EMPLOYEE (active plausible), THE MOUSE

CAUGHT THE CAT (active implausible), THE DOG WAS EX

AMINED BY THE VET (passive plausible), and THE LAND

LORD WAS EVICTED BY THE TENANT (passive implausible).

Group 3 saw THE CAT CAUGHT THE MOUSE (active plausi

ble), THE DOG EXAMINED THE VET (active implausible), THE

TENANT WAS EVICTED BY THE LANDLORD (passive plau

sible), and THE BOSS WAS SACKED BY HIS EMPLOYEE (pas

sive implausible). Finally, group 4 saw THE VET EXAMINED
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THE DOG (active plausible), THE TENANT EVICTED THE

LANDLORD (active implausible), THE EMPLOYEE WAS

SACKED BY HIS BOSS (passive plausible), and THE CAT WAS

CAUGHT BY THE MOUSE (passive implausible). Thus, each

group saw each item in only one version, but over all groups, each

item was seen in each of its versions. The same distractors and prac

tice items were seen by each group.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1.

Results

The mean RTs and errors for each condition are pre

sented in Table 5. Five subjects were excluded from anal

ysis for exceeding the accepted error criterion. A 4 x 2 x 2

analysis of variance of RTs (with groups, voice, and plau

sibility as the three factors) showed a significant main ef

fectofplausibility [minF'(1, 108) = 4.41,p < .05] and

no interaction between plausibility and voice [Fl(1,56)

= 1.12, p > .05; F2(1,56) = 1.31, p > .05]. A cor

responding analysis of errors showed no main effect of

plausibility [Fl(1,56) = 2.17, p > .05; F2(1,56) =
1.90, p > 7.05] and no interaction (Fl < 1, F2 < I).

Discussion

The results of this experiment show clearly that the plau

sibility effect is not dependent upon the relative order of

the content words in the plausible and implausible sen

tences, as it would be if it were due to an asymmetrical

lexical priming effect. There are positive, although weak,

effects of plausibility for both active and passive sen

tences, and a significant main effect of plausibility in the

overall analysis, with no interaction. In fact, the trend

toward an interaction is in the direction opposite to that

expected if asymmetrical associative priming were the

source of the plausibility effect. These results conclusively

eliminate priming as the source of the plausibility effect,

because they show that the effect is found between sen

tences containing exactly the same related words, regard

less of their order of occurrence.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The experiments in this paper provide two separate lines

of evidence against lexical priming as the source of the

plausibility effect. Experiments 3 and 4 provided weak

evidence that the plausibility effect in Experiment 1 and

the apparent priming effect in Experiment 2 were not at

tributable to lexical priming because no plausibility ef

fect occurred when syntactic processing was disrupted in

a task in which plausibility effects normally occur. Ex

periment 5 showed that even when lexical priming was

eliminated, a plausibility effect still occurred. Therefore,

the plausibility effect must involve sentential processing;

it cannot be explained in terms of purely lexical effects

such as the intralexical associative priming that Fodor

(1983) proposed.

This is not to say that lexical priming does not ever con

tribute to the plausibility effect at all. The results of Ex

periment 4 showed that for the particular set of sentences

used in Experiments 1-4, no significant effect of lexical

priming occurred, but this does not eliminate the possi

bility that other sentences containing more highly related

words may have their processing speeded by lexical prim

ing. In fact, Bodi (1982) showed that lexical priming ef

fects can occur when sentences contain related words ad

jacent to each other, or when the relatedness of the words

is highly salient to the subjects reading the sentence. Fur

thermore, Foss (1982), who used a phoneme monitoring

task, reported evidence of priming within sentences for

words as far as 12 words apart, although Bodi (personal

communication, November, 1985) pointed out that Foss's

result is more likely to be due to the predictability of the

sentences in which the related words occurred, rather than

to the relatedness itself.

It does seem certain from these results that a major com

ponent of the plausibility effect is the result of the way

in which word combinations contribute to sentence mean

ings and that this effect is dependent on the syntactic roles

the words take in the sentence. This, then, is a sentential

effect rather than a lexical effect. Thus, whereas purely

intralexical processes appear to be adequate to explain the

effects of sentence context on lexical access as well as

the lexical priming effect, these processes cannot entirely

account for the plausibility effect. It is not simply another

example that apparent high-level processing is mimicked

by an intralexical associative priming process, but it does

Table 5

Mean Reaction Times (RT in msec) and Percentage Errors (%E) in the

Sentence Matching Task for the Plausible and Implausible Versions of

the Active and Passive Items in Experiment 5, and the Plausibility

Differences in Reaction Times and Errors

Plausible
Implausible

Difference

Example of Items

Active

THE LANDLORD EVICTED THE TENANT
THE TENANT EVICTED THE LANDLORD

RT %E

2317 3.1
2355 2.8

38 0.3

Passive

Plausible THE TENANT WAS EVICTED BY THE LANDLORD 2713 2.9

Implausible THE LANDLORD WAS EVICTED BY THE TENANT 2789 4.8

Difference 85 1.9



appear to implicate a genuine higher order sentential

processing explanation as was originally suggested.

This raises the question of why sentential processing

should be involved in such experiments. None of the tasks

in which a plausibility effect was demonstrated would ap

pear to require processing of sentential meaning at all.

For example, the sentence matching task requires only

a low-level physical matching process. The fact that sen

tential processing is involved, then, could be taken as evi

dence that there is feedback from higher level processing

to the lower levels at which such task decisions are made.

That is, the existence of a plausibilityeffect could be taken

as evidence against the modularity hypothesis. If this were

the case, however, then the top-down processing respon

sible for the plausibility effect should also be evident in

experiments investigating the effects of sentence context

on lexical access. But, as we have seen, because sentence

context effects do not appear to occur except as a result

of purely lexical associations, this explanation does not

seem likely.

Forster (1979) provided an alternative explanation for

the influence of sentential processing on apparently low

level tasks in terms of a multilevel race model based on

Chambers and Forster's (1975) explanation of word

familiarity effects in a word matching task. He suggested

that apparently unnecessary higher level processing will

speed responses in such tasks as the sentence matching

task because it produces a more structured representation.

This makes the matching process faster, because once the

input has been "chunked" into higher order units, there

are fewer units to be compared. This has been used to

explain an entire class of effects in which greater struc

turing of the input has been found to lead to faster match

ing, For example, it explains why words are matched

more quickly than are random letter strings of the same

length, because the lexical representations can be com

pared in one process, whereas letter strings involve a

separate comparison process for each letter. Similarly,

sentences can be matched more quickly than ungrammat

ical sequences of words because comparison is needed

only for a small number of syntactic units instead of for

each word separately. (For further development of this

argument, see Freedman & Forster, 1985; Murray, 1982).

It is also implied that the plausibility effect is another ex

ample of higher order structuring's leading to faster RTs

and thus can be explained under the same model.

However, it is not clear that the plausible sentences are

more structured at any level than are implausible sen

tences. Syntactic processing clearly assigns structure to

sentences, but it seems unlikely that message-level

processing does. Even if it did, it is unlikely that plausi

ble sentences would have more structured representations

than would implausible sentences. Thus, plausibility ef

fects do not fit neatly into the multilevel race model.

This leaves sentential plausibility effects not satisfac

torily accounted for. Explanation in terms of top-down

processing is not consistent with the results of the
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sentence-context experiments, whereas the multilevel race

model, although it explains the existence of higher level

processing in low-level matching tasks, does not readily

explain plausibility effects. Thus, although the experi

ments in this paper have been successful in resolving the

issue of the level of processing responsible for the plau

sibility effect, the fact that sentential processing is impli

cated opens up a whole new field of inquiry into the causes

of this effect. An investigation of the processes underly

ing this sentential plausibility effect appears to be critical

to our understanding of the relationship between the differ

ent levels of processing involved in the comprehension

of sentences, and this promises to be an important new

direction for further research.
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